Ever tried to explain that Jesus is coming soon even though Christians have been saying that for centuries? How can we know for sure that the earth was created in seven literal days when science suggests it took thousands of years? Does it make any difference what we believe? Who is this God we worship and what does He expect from His followers? How do these questions impact the church and what should its focus be? Does our understanding of Revelation impact the mission?

Have you asked these questions? Is someone you know looking for answers? What answers are available? Books like *Waiting and Longing*, *Always Prepared* and *Trumpet after Trumpet* and the others will guide you in your search for answers.

Find free shipping on $75 or more of qualifying products.

---

*June ABC Deal of the Month*

We want to see Jesus--and we want to see Him now! We are anxious for Jesus to take us home. Pastor Randy Roberts shows us how to live as believers preparing to meet the Savior whenever He comes . . . Today, tomorrow, always. Paperback, 128 pages. US$11.99. Order during June and get $3.00 off!

*In the Beginning*

In the Beginning was written to clarify and affirm the biblical view of the earth and human beings. It recognizes that how we understand origins affects virtually everything else we believe as Adventist Christians. Aimed at the average reader, the essays and articles reflect the conviction that the truth about origins is not derived solely, or even primarily, from science and the natural world. For Christians, the truth about origins comes initially from divine revelation from Scripture. Paperback, 272 pages. US$18.99.
Always Prepared

Always Prepared poses twenty questions that answer in large part the overarching question, Why am I a Seventh-day Adventist? A companion book to Understanding Creation, this collection of essays, by well-known Adventist scholars, is guaranteed to provide a deep and thoughtful read. Hardback, 224 pages. US$19.99.

Understanding Creation

"What is Creation theory?" "Can I believe in a worldwide flood?" What about the Dinosaurs?" "Can a Christian be a good scientist?" Understanding Creation will provide answers to these questions and more for those who are interested in reconciling the interface between biblical faith and science. Hardback, 224 pages. US$19.99.

Trumpet After Trumpet

In Trumpet after Trumpet, Dr. Erwin Gane presents a careful study of Revelation 8:2-11:19. Using a philosophy of history approach, he makes his case for a dual interpretation of the trumpets. Allowing the Bible to be its own expositor, and by tracing symbols in both the Old and New Testaments the author expands on the traditional historical interpretation of the Adventist Church. Paperback, 191 pages. US$21.99.

Where Are We Going?

Do you know where we are going and why? Are we focused on the task at hand, or have distractions drawn us away from the priorities to which Christ has called us? This book isn't advice recycled from other books. Instead, Elder Paulsen shares here the perspectives on leadership he's developed through a lifetime of service. He gives us a series of reflections on issues that are important to our church today and tomorrow. Paperback, 128 pages. US$13.99.

The God We Worship

The Bible serves primarily as God’s revelation about Himself. Presented in concise and simple language, is a biblical analysis on the theme of the Deity. The reader will see multiple stories by which the Lord presented Himself to those who were to represent Him as servant-leaders among His people—and as heaven’s spokespersons before the nations. Paperback, 128 pages. US$4.99. Quantity pricing available.